NEW RESULTS FROM BHABHA SCATTERING AT 29 GeV
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Results are reported on a high statistics study of Bhabha scattering at 29 GeV in the polar angle region, $|\cos \theta| < 0.55$. The data are consistent with the standard model, and measure vector and axial-vector coupling constants of $g^v = 0.03 \pm 0.09$ and $g^a = 0.46 \pm 0.14$. Limits on the QED-cutoff parameters are $\Lambda_+ > 154$ GeV and $\Lambda_- > 220$ GeV. Lower limits on scale parameters of composite models are in the range 0.9–2.8 TeV. The partial width of a hypothetical spin-zero boson decaying to $e^+e^-$ has an upper limit which varies from 6 to 57 MeV corresponding to a boson mass in the range 45–80 GeV/c$^2$.

Bhabha scattering, $e^+e^- \rightarrow e^+e^-$, at high energies has been the subject of much recent experimental work [1–7]. This fundamental reaction has been used in testing for possible deviations from the standard model of electroweak interactions (GSW) [8], in setting limits on QED-cutoff parameters [9] and composite model scale parameters [10], and in searching for evidence of spin-zero bosons that couple to $e^+e^-$ [11,12].
In this paper, results are presented on Bhabha scattering at 29 GeV in the central region of the polar scattering angle, \(|\cos \theta| < 0.55\). There are 84,423 observed events in the present sample acquired with the high resolution spectrometer (HRS) at the PEP \(e^+e^-\) storage ring. Discussions of the detector, experimental trigger, event selections, and corrections for the Bhabha events and a companion reaction, \(e^+e^- \rightarrow \gamma \gamma\), are given in the accompanying paper [13]. The \(\gamma\)-pair data, which are independent of electroweak effects, provide a measurement of the integrated luminosity that has been used in the present study to constrain the Bhabha normalization.

The lowest-order Bhabha differential cross section is given by

\[
\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} = \frac{\alpha^2}{2s} \left[ A_1 |A_1|^2 \left( \frac{s}{t} \right)^2 + A_2 |A_2|^2 \left( \frac{t}{s} \right)^2 \right],
\]

where \(s = E_C^2\) and \(t = -s(1 - \cos \theta)/2\). For energies well below the mass of the \(Z^0\) boson, the electroweak amplitudes are:

\[
A_1 = 1 + (g_v^2 - g_a^2) x(t),
\]

\[
A_2 = 1 + (g_v^2 - g_a^2) x(s),
\]

\[
A_3 = 1 + s/t + (g_v - g_a)^2 [x(s) + (s/t) x(t)],
\]

\[
A_4 = 1 + s/t + (g_v + g_a)^2 [x(s) + (s/t) x(t)],
\]

(2)

where \(x(q^2) = (G_F/\pi \alpha \sqrt{8}) q^2 M_Z^2 / (q^2 - M_Z^2)\).

\(G_F\) is the Fermi coupling constant, \(\alpha\) is the fine-structure constant, \(M_Z\) the mass of the \(Z^0\), \(g_v\) the vector coupling, and \(g_a\) the axial-vector coupling. Eq. (1) is applicable for any small modification of the amplitudes. In table 1 the modifications of the Bhabha amplitudes tested in this paper are shown in terms of small additions, \(\Delta A\), to the amplitudes of eq. (2).

In order to compare theory to experiment, corrections must be made for radiative effects, experimental resolutions, and acceptance. This is done in two steps: (1) the pure QED cross section to order \(\alpha^3\) (with \(g_a = g_v = 0\)) is calculated via the Berends–Kleiss [14] Monte Carlo program which generates simulated events, including the \(e^+e^-\gamma\) final state, and (2) experimental resolution smearing and Bhabha event selections [13] are imposed on the simulated QED events to yield \((d\sigma/d\Omega)_{QED}\). Test differential cross sections, \((d\sigma/d\Omega)_{test}\), corresponding to modified Bhabha scattering amplitudes, are then constructed from the appropriate ratio of analytic second-order cross sections:

\[
(d\sigma/d\Omega)_{test} = (d\sigma/d\Omega)_{QED} \cdot \frac{(d\sigma/d\Omega)_{test}}{(d\sigma/d\Omega)_{QED}}
\]

Test of the GSW model. First a check is made to see whether Bhabha scattering is well represented by the standard model. The general expression for the vector coupling is

\[
g_v^2 = (-\frac{1}{2} + 2 \sin^2 \theta_W)^2 + 4C.
\]

In the GSW model, \(g_v^2 = 0.25\) and \(C = 0\). The ratio, \((d\sigma/d\Omega)_{exp}/(d\sigma/d\Omega)_{GSW}\), is shown in fig. 1a, where the current best estimates [15,16] of the weak parameters \((M_Z = 93\,\text{GeV}/c^2, \sin^2 \theta_W = 0.217)\) are used. Normalizing the data to the GSW model prediction gives a good fit with \(\chi^2/\nu = 24.1/21\), and measures an integrated luminosity of 164.4 pb\(^{-1}\) in good agreement with the luminosity found from the \(\gamma\)-pairs, \(L_0 = 165.6 \pm 2.0\) pb\(^{-1}\) [13].

Next a simultaneous fit is done for \(g_a^2\) and \(g_v^2\), fixing the \(Z^0\) mass at 93 GeV/c\(^2\). In this fit, and in all other fits done in this paper, the integrated luminosity, \(L\), is allowed to vary within the luminosity constraints provided by the \(\gamma\)-pair events, so that the \(\chi^2\) function has the form:

\[
\chi^2 = \text{test} - \text{QED}.
\]
1.1 \nonumber

\begin{align}
\chi^2 &= \frac{1}{2} \sum_i \left[ \left( \frac{\langle \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \rangle_{\text{expt}} - \langle L/L_0 \rangle \langle \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \rangle_{\text{test}}}{\delta (d\sigma/d\Omega)_{\text{expt}}} \right)^2 \right] \\
&= \left[ \frac{(L - L_0)/\Delta L_0}{2} \right]^2
\end{align}

Fig. 1. (a) Ratio of the experimental Bhabha differential cross section to the expected GSW differential cross section at 29 GeV. The pure QED result (with $g_a^2 = g_V^2 = 0$) is shown for comparison. (b) The same data are compared to the 95% confidence lower bounds on the QED-cutoff parameters, $\Lambda_+$ and $\Lambda_-$. 

The 68% and 95% confidence contours in the $(g_a^2, g_V^2)$ plane are shown in fig. 2, and the best fit has $\chi^2/n_D = 21.6/19$. The resulting values for the weak parameters are $g_a^2 = 0.46 \pm 0.14$ and $g_V^2 = 0.03 \pm 0.09$, which are consistent with the known values. Setting $C = 0$ in (4) gives 95% confidence limits on $\sin^2 \theta_w$ of $0.02 < \sin^2 \theta_w < 0.48$. Alternatively, if $\sin^2 \theta_w = 0.217$, then the 95% confidence limit on $C$, which may be non-zero in some models [17], is $C < 0.05$. The PLUTO collaboration [5] has extracted similar results on electroweak parameters from Bhabha scattering.

Although the Bhabha differential cross section is rather insensitive to the weak parameters, the present experiment does provide positive evidence for the existence of the electroweak contributions to this reaction. When $g_a^2$ and $g_V^2$ are both set to zero, a relatively poor fit to the data is found with $\chi^2/n_D = 35.4/21$. The curve in fig. 1a shows the pure QED expectation for this case.

Fig. 2. Plot of the 68% and 95% confidence contours in the $(g_a^2, g_V^2)$ plane obtained from Bhabha scattering at 29 GeV. The dot represents the best fit, whereas the cross shown the GSW model values.

The present experiment, therefore, is consistent with the standard model, and the nominal values ($M_Z = 93 \text{ GeV}/c^2$, $g_a^2 = 0.25$, and $g_V^2 = 0.004$) are assumed in all subsequent fits.

**QED form factor limits.** Limits on the departure of Bhabha scattering from QED are usually parameterized with form factors governed by a cutoff parameter, $\Lambda$ [9], as shown in table 1. A plot of the 68% and 95% confidence contours in $E_{cm}/\Lambda$ versus $L$ is shown in fig. 3. The importance of an accurate, independent measurement of the integrated luminosity is evident in this plot, which shows that the limits on $\Lambda_-$ are weakened by the correlation between $\Lambda$ and $L$. The 95% confidence limits found in the present experiment are $\Lambda_+ > 154 \text{ GeV}$ and $\Lambda_- > 220 \text{ GeV}$, and the curves in fig. 1b correspond to these limits. Note that a QED-cutoff of $\Lambda = 200 \text{ GeV}$ implies point-like scattering down to a distance of $10^{-18} \text{ m}$. The present limits on $\Lambda$ are comparable to those obtained in the PETRA experiments [2,3,5,7] at higher energies.

**Composite model tests.** In the model of Eichten, Lane, and Peskin [10], composite fermions exhibit contact interactions arising from the exchange of constituents. The resulting form-factor modifications to the Bhabha amplitudes are listed in table 1, where $K$ is used to denote the composite model scale param-
Fig. 3. Plot of the 68% and 95% confidence contours for the variable $E_{\text{CM}}/\Lambda$ versus $L$, the integrated luminosity of the sample. $L$ is constrained by an independent measurement from the reaction $e^+e^-\rightarrow \gamma\gamma$. The $\Lambda$ limits for Bhabha scattering quoted in the present paper are shown.

The VV case reduces to the same form as in the QED-cutoff amplitude, with $\Lambda^2 = \alpha K^2$.

The limits given in table 2 are based on an event sample nine times larger than that used in an earlier HRS analysis [1], and so are improved over the earlier work. Similar results have been reported recently by other experiments [5,7].

Spin-zero mesons. The possible existence of neutral, massive spin-zero particles, $X^0$, which couple to $e^+e^-$ has been proposed recently [11,12]. No evidence for such particles has been found in direct $e^+e^-$ annihilations up to $\sim 46.5$ GeV [2,6,7]. If such particles exist with masses above this energy, then the Bhabha amplitudes could be altered by the tail of a Breit–Wigner term, as shown in table 1. In the model of Hollik et al., the bosons occur as a scalar–pseudoscalar doublet, such that the partial width of $X^0 \rightarrow e^+e^-$ is given by $\Gamma_{ee}$, where $\epsilon = 2$ if the doublet members have the same mass, $M_X$, and $\epsilon = 1$ if one of the masses is too large to influence the present data.

Upper limits (95% confidence) on $\epsilon\Gamma_{ee}$ as a function of $M_X$, shown in fig. 4, range from 6 MeV at $M_X = 45$ GeV$/c^2$ to 57 MeV at $M_X = 80$ GeV$/c^2$. Other experiments [2,5–7] report similar limits on the partial width.

In summary, the present results on Bhabha scattering at 29 GeV are consistent with the standard model of electroweak interactions, but are not well represented by pure QED (i.e., with $g_a^2 = g_\gamma^2 = 0$). The data are also used to set limits on possible deviations
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**Table 2**

Lower bounds (95% confidence) for the QED-cutoff parameters ($\Lambda$) and the composite model scale parameters ($K$) obtained from Bhabha scattering at 29 GeV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QED-cutoff</th>
<th>$\Lambda^+$ (GeV)</th>
<th>$\Lambda^-$ (GeV)</th>
<th>$K^+$ (TeV)</th>
<th>$K^-$ (TeV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>composite model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LL, RR)</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(VV)</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AA)</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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from the standard model, which are expressed in terms of QED-cutoff parameters, composite models, and hypothetical spin-zero particles at high mass. These limits are similar to those reported by the PETRA experiments \cite{2,3,5-7} at energies above 34 GeV, and therefore provide a valuable confirmation of the PETRA results. It should be noted that such deviations are approximately proportional to $s$, and that the present experiment has achieved the same sensitivity as the PETRA experiments by having more events at large polar angles and by having better control of systematic uncertainties.
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